AUTHENTICITY OF JEWISH CHRONOLOGY Christians are forced by history to have Jesus born year 1 or 2 of accepted Gregorian calendar. Can not push birth 166 years back. Temple destroyed 96BCE. No Temple
existed No Jews permitted in Jerusalem at crucifixion of Jesus.

Prologue

I God created heaven and earth. I gave the Torah both Written the Pentateuch and Oral all the laws written later in the Talmud to the millions of Jews who left Egypt in the year from creation 2448. All the Jews present heard the first two of the 10 Commandments directly
from me God. They heard directly from me, not from Moses. “I am your God. You shall not have any other Gods other than me.”

In all courts of law in all civilized countries the testimony of two witnesses is accepted for civil business and criminal matters. Courts have handed down the death penalty based on the testimony of eye witness accounts. Certainly the testimony of 100 witnesses carries more weight than two witnesses. The
testimony of 1000 witnesses carries more weight than 100 witnesses. The testimony of 100,000 witnesses carries more weight than 1000 witnesses. Certainly the testimony of 1 million witnesses carries more weight than 100,000. The testimony of 2 or 3 million Jews and non Jews present during the revelation of me God at Mt. Sinai 3326 years ago certainly is authentic and beyond any question. Year today 5774 from creation. Subtract Revelation at


Mt. Sinai year 2448 from creation=3326 years.

At my order the Jews spent 40 years in the Sinai desert. During those 40 years the Jews were taught the Torah both Written and Oral by Moses and the Elders. What they learned the Jews wrote down on manuscripts. I God supplied them with food, water and papyrus, pen and ink to write what they learned. These manuscripts were handed from
father/ mother to sons /daughters during the time the Jews spent 40 years in the Sinai desert and later when they entered the Holy land.

The truth of this tradition is the fact that for the last thousands of years Jews have been dispersed all over the world. There existed no Jewish Theocratic State that forced Jews to observe Jewish law.
Nevertheless, Jews have kept all the rituals and moral laws of the Torah. If it was not for the fact that the evidence of the truth of the Torah is testified by each one’s parents and grandparents going back till the time that Jews received the Torah at Mt. Sinai Jews would not have sacrificed their lives otherwise. They would not have elected to observe all the minute laws of the Chukim, the rituals, that transcend rational explanation other than that they were
ordained by me God. These include not only the rituals but also all moral ethical laws also enacted by all civilized societies that incorporated the Seven Nohadic Laws I God gave to Adam and Noah. Some of the rituals are circumcision kosher laws Sabbath and holiday laws and family purity laws.

The Seven Nohadic laws are [1] Not to believe and worship idols - Avodah Zoro [2] Not to swear falsely in the name of God or

The Hammurabi Codes and Hittite Codes dating back to 1800 years after Creation or 2125 BCE that archeologists have found evidence embody some of the earliest codifications that incorporate the Seven Nohadic
Laws.

There exists certain individuals who are like elephants in a china closet. They are Jonnie come late -“make belief scholars” who preach a make belief unproven “science” and exploit the common aura of being
"scientists" and preach a "modern gospel". They postulate that their knowledge of what happened 3326 years ago in the year from creation 2448 or 1477 BCE - the year of the Exodus is superior than what Jews believe.

There exist archeologists who confirm that Jews were slaves in Egypt for over 200 years. They also confirm the ten plagues that forced Pharaoh to let the Jews go under the leadership of Moses. They also confirm the fact that all
of Pharaoh’s army drowned and were destroyed. Therefore Pharaoh was unable to proceed with his aggressive campaign against his neighbors following the exodus.

Archeologists have discovered papyrus that was scientifically dated 3326 years ago that confirm the ten plagues suffered by Egyptians.

They also discovered skeletons of thousands of infants that were
killed by the order of Pharaoh.

They also discovered paintings of Jewish slaves on ancient monuments dated to 3500 and 3400 years ago. That was the period Jews were slaves in Egypt.

However other archeologists who hate Jews and Judaism claim that they have no evidence that Jews ever were in Egypt.

When someone testifies that a
criminal was not at the scene of a crime. Unless the person testifying was present at that scene, his testimony is worthless and is disregarded. How does he know? We ask these archeologists who claim that Jews were not in Egypt 3500 3600 years ago how do you know? Were any one of you present 3400 3500 years ago in Egypt? How do you know? If you were present and did not see any Jews and report today then we can possibly believe you. But
you were not there. How do you know?

Furthermore other archeologists contradict you. Why should we believe you? Furthermore, archeologists have unearthed letters from the residents of Caanan whom the Jews conquered in 2489-2483. These letters are addressed to Pharaoh begging him to send his army to stop the Jews who had departed Egypt 40 years earlier.
This is the same as one living 200 years ago saying that it is impossible for man to fly. Of course, 200 years ago mankind did not possess the technology and knowhow to fly - it was impossible. Or a physician saying that no cure exists for a disease and the patient will die. All that the Dr. is saying is that HE does not know. It does not mean that there does not exists or will never exist a cure.
So too, all that these archeologists who deny Jews were in Egypt are saying that THEY can not find evidence. It does not mean that evidence can NEVER be found.

In the last part of the 19th century archeologists claimed the Jewish Bible was written not by Moses but 1000 or 1500 years after the Exodus from Egypt and Moses. The reason
given is that Semites learned writing from the Greeks, who first developed the skill 1500 years later than the time of the Exodus and Moses.

However in 1910 archeologists discovered in Iran Iraq 10,000 tablets written by Semites - the Hittite tablets regarding jurisprudence dating back to 2124 BCE. Thus at the time of the Exodus 2448 from Creation or 1476 BCE and the 40 years that the Jews spent in the Sinai desert
2448-2488 or 1476 BCE - 1436 BCE Jews who are Semites knew the skill of writing.

Archeologists further confirmed that it was the Greeks who learned from Semites to write.

Furthermore, one must remember that archeologists can
not track miracles and the hand of God. So all the miracles that occurred at the Exodus the crossing of the red Sea the drowning of the Egyptian army the 40 year journey in the Sinai desert the conquest of Canaan by an inferior army of Jews were all miracles. None of them lent themselves to tracking by archeologists.

Likewise, another elephant in a
China closet is the attempt of Bible critics to challenge the authenticity of the Divine character of the Pentateuch. These geniuses suddenly announce that they discovered a different spelling for God’s name. What these idiots fail to comprehend is that each variant spelling denotes a different quality that man senses when he/she experiences the Divine, Elokim denotes the quality of Power of God. Hasem denotes the quality of Mercy. These
morons who are total ignoramuses in their theology of Judaism expose their stupidity and ignorance with their pronouncements. Their motive is to strip the Jew from his contribution to the world of monotheism and the heritage of the Bible that is the divine foundation for Judaism Christianity and Islam.

Furthermore, it must be remembered that all historical records of ancient Egypt have
been destroyed in the last 3000 years by earth quakes, fires and wars.

Earth quakes and other fires destroyed all the books and scrolls of the Persian Empire. Whatever were not destroyed by earth quakes and fires were destroyed by the armies of those empires that conquered Persia. Alexander the Great destroyed
burned all the books and scrolls of the Persian Empire that he conquered

The great library at Alexandria that housed 700,000 scrolls from Persia Greece India Rome was burned once by Julius Caesar. The remnants and replacements were burned by orders of the Coptic Christian Pope in 490. In 740 what remained of the scrolls in the library were burned by order of the Muslim conquers.
All the libraries and hundreds of thousands of scrolls at Rome were burned by Emperor Nero who played his harp while Rome burned.

Scrolls and books that replaced a those burned were destroyed by the Barbarians Vandals and other armies that destroyed the Western Roman Empire beginning in 450ACE.
Thus ancient Greek Persian Roman history in our hands today is more fiction than facts. It is a fiction in a historical setting. All the dates and chronology are mere guess work. It is an open field. Each historian moves the characters and chronology as toy soldiers according to his agenda that he wishes to promote.

History is propaganda to
promote the historian’s agenda of the present and what he wants the future to be from the make belief of the past.

God created man/woman in His image. Historians create fiction that they pass off fraudulently as “facts” in their image and agenda.
The modern used chronology of Persian Greek Roman history was first formulated in the 1700s.

The use of the Gregorian calendar counting all dates from BCE or ACE did not come into use till the 18th 19th and 20th Centuries. Even Christian countries slowly adopted this dating system over a period of 1000 years.
Thus the dating and chronology by non Jews of Alexander, Julius Caesar, the building and destruction of the First and second Jewish Holy Temples commenced no earlier than the 1700s.

Thus any conflict of chronology between Jewish sources and hundreds or thousands of non Jews is to be decided in favor of the Jewish dating. Jews from day 1 have a sacred religious commitment of counting the years from creation as year 1.
We have shown in Books 33 34 35 the Chronology of Jews since year 1 to year 3828 -the year the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple was destroyed by Titus the Roman General who later became emperor. We showed the destruction and defeat of Bar Kchvo in the revolt against Rome 60 years later. The destruction of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple occurred 96 BCE. The crushing of the revolt against Rome occurred 36 BCE. Thus when Jesus was crucified by the Romans in 30 or 32ACE there
existed no Temple. Jews were not permitted in Jerusalem. So how can one say that Jews crucified or agitated for his crucifixion? There was no Temple and there were no Jews around.

The Gospels we have today were edited and assumed their present form in the year 500 ACE. At the order of the Pope and Bishops at a Synod in the year 500.

All other versions were
declared heresy and were burned. Even the writings of Origen a great Church scholar living in 200 or 300 ACE were declared heresy and burned. The libel that Jews are responsible for the crucifixion was first given official Church recognition at the Synod in 500 ACE.

The chronology and characters both Roman and Jewish Kings and emperors was woven into the New testament at the orders of the Pope and Bishops at the
Synod of 500 ACE.

Thus the dates chronology and Kings and emperors and scholars-Jewish Roman Greek Persian listed by the New Testament and historians are not to be taken as the Gospel.

The Jewish version is the most reliable and authentic source. conflict with our Jewish that as I described in my books 33 34 and 35 that appear on the internet
when one goes to Google and types in god life jewish isreal.

THE BOTTOM LINE IS: those individuals who challenge the Jew’s credentials and rights to the land of Israel today because Jews are responsible for the crucifixion and thus lost their right as the Chosen people and the promise of God to Israel are one trillion percent wrong.

Netzech Israel LO Ishaker. Eternal Israel does not lie.
Further proof that the Jews physically were in Egypt and then left and remained in the Sinai desert can be gleaned from the following testimony:

We will bring the evidence from anti-Semites themselves. On or about the time of the destruction of the 2nd Temple in the year from Creation 3828 or 96 BCE there lived in Alexandria Egypt an anti-Semite by the name of Apion. Apion was one of many anti-Semites who slandered
and libeled the origins of Jews. Apion and the other anti-Semites charged that Jews were lepers living in Egypt. They were expelled by Pharaoh in the year of creation 2448.

Apion headed a delegation of other anti-Semites to Rome to urge the Roman emperor to curtail the power and privileges of the Jews in Alexandria and
other Egyptian cities. Egypt at that time was under the domination of Rome.

The Jewish delegation who opposed the Anti-Semites was headed by Philo the famous Jewish philosopher. The Jews lost. It was not until the death of the Roman emperor and the installation of a new Roman emperor that the Jewish rights and privileges were restored.

Josephus who survived the revolution against Rome in 3828
from creation or 96 BCE wrote his 20 books of Jewish history philosophy and religion. One of Josephus’ books is called “Against Apion”. Josephus demonstrates the fallacy of the libels of Apion.

However if Jews never had lived in Egypt Apion and the other anti-Semites would not have had any reason to twist the reason for the exodus from Egypt. They could just remain silent.
Remaining silent about Jews and their accomplishments is tantamount to eradicating any trace of Jews.

Anti Semites throughout the generations used this strategy to eradicate Jewish accomplishments. Even in the twentieth Century many textbooks and books omit any mention of Judaism Jewish philosophy Jewish religion and
Jewish contribution to science. Even after the holocaust in the Ukraine Russia where the Nazis murdered thousands of Jews memorials are made to the atrocities of the Nazis against Russians. Jews are not mentioned.

There existed a period in USA history in the twentieth Century that Jews could not receive a post as professors of philosophy. The Anglo Saxons feared that Jews would corrupt the contemporary
prevailing philosophy of the superiority of white Protestant Anglo Saxons. When a Jew a Rabbi was invited to the White house in the 1870s to give the benediction at the installation of a new President, the Episcopalians Church USA complained of the recognition granted to Jews.
There exist two kinds of Anti-Semitism one active and the other by omission.

Throughout the last 2000 years Jews have been killed and their books burned. Those who don’t do this just ignore to death the Jew and his books.

Today some companies and publishers just don’t mention the
existence of Israel.

The whole world suddenly have an attack of amnesia. They forget that Jews lived in historical Israel and Jerusalem since 4000 years ago since Abraham and 2488 from Creation or 2886 years ago when they conquered Israel from the Cananites. Jews are not occupiers in Judea Samaria Gaza and Golan and historical Jerusalem.
Netzech Israel lo Ishaker. Eternal Israel does not lie.

Most authors for the last 1700 years have not dared correlate all the theology of Christianity with the Estern and Mid Estern mystery religions. All of them like Christianity have an immaculate conception of the man god. The man god is born and angels herald his coming. The man god antagonizes the ruling group in power and threatens the status quo. He is
tried found guilty and is crucified or buried alive or tortured to death. For three days the man god lies dead. He then is resurrected flies to heaven and joins the Father and Holy Ghost in a Trinity or a larger pantheon of Gods and Godesses.

The ancient Egyptians had the mother of the man god called Maria Isis. The man god was called Horus. Paintings found in an underground cave in Rome refer to the Egyptian Maria Isis as the Maddona.
The Budhists have their brand version with Buddah being fathered by the elephant god. His mother was also a married virgin like Mary the mother of Jesus. Her name was Maya.

The Hindus have their brand version similar to the Christian version.

The Romans and Greeks have their brand of the generic man god story. The only difference
between all the brand versions is the name of the man god the name of his mother and the situs when the man god performs his mission on earth and meets his death. The Greek and Roman man god was called Dyonosis. He was the son of Zues for the Greeks and Jupiter for the Romans.

The ancient Babylonians also had a brand of this generic man god story. In the Bible Ezekiel chapter 8 mention is made of this
fact. In all the religions the man god dies to forgive mankind from original sin of Adam and Eve eating from the tree of wisdom. In all the religions the snake is the devil or the anti-Christ.

The correlation and identical nature of the prayers and rites of Christianity to the Mystery religions is simply never mentioned in practically all books discussing Christianity. Thus by being silent of this correlation the concept of the origin of Christianity is put to sleep and
removed from discussion.

All the Pharaohs of Egypt believed that they were man gods. Alexander the Great believed that he was a man god and ordered his troops to worship him. In the ancient world many philosophers were worshiped as man gods. Aristotle, Plato and the Roman emperor Augustus who gave Rome the Code of laws civil and criminal is referred as god the son of god. It was during his reign and the reign of his
successors for a period of 150 years that the ancient world saw peace on earth—no wars. Never in 5000 years of recorded history ever existed a period of peace with the lone exception of this period.

History is falsified either by brazen lies repeated continuously or by applying the silent treatment.

The same is true today with the
entire world going into amnesia and forgetting the historical connection of the Jews to Jewish Israel. Jews are accused of being occupiers in historical Judea Samaria Gaza Golan and Jerusalem. 4000 years of Jewish history is wiped clean. My books 33 34 35 36 on the internet discuss this matter extensively. Type in google god life jewish israel by moshe siselsender click on agunah and you will find my books.

There exist further proof from
outside sources that Moses was adopted by Pharaoh’s daughter. The name Moses means son in Egyptian. The Egyptian Pharaoh at the time of the exodus was either TeoMoses or Ramoses. In the film Ten Commandments the name of the Pharaoh is Ramses. That is Moses without the vowel of o after the m. Ramoses = Moses means son Ra means sun. The Egyptians believed that the sun is a god Ramses was the son of the god Ra.

When Pharaoh’s daughter
rescued the Jewish infant lying in a tiny box in the Nile she immediately fell in love with the infant and gave him a name Moses that means son. Just like one calls their father “father” and their mother “mother”, so too, everyone addressed Moses “Moses” or son.

According to Egyptian sources Pharaoh’s daughter even when she married and became a pharaoh - could not bear any children. So, she decided and
made a will that when she would die that her adopted son Moses would become the next pharaoh. However she did not reign by herself. Her half brother also was a co-regent. When pharaoh’s daughter died he wanted to kill Moses. When Moses killed the Egyptian who beat a Jew, the co-regent used this occasion as a pretext an excuse to kill Moses.

That is why Moses decided to escape to Midian.
Jewish sources do not have this story that Pharaoh’s Daughter became a ruler and made a will appointing Moses as her successor. Therefore the part that the half brother wanted to kill Moses to remove him as a possible rival falls away.

Jewish sources claim that Pharaoh’s daughter called Batyah daughter of God joined the Jews at the time of the Exodus.
Moses stayed in Midian many years and was very popular.

In time he met and married Tzipora the daughter of Yisroh. Moses tended the flock of sheep of Yisroh. When one of his sheep wandered into the desert Moses was struck by the vision of the burning bush that burned but was not consumed. God revealed Himself to Moses and ordered Moses to go to Egypt and confront Pharaoh to let my
people- the Jews go.

Moses went to Egypt and together with Aaron pleaded before Pharaoh.

Moses performed his first miracle by tossing his cane to the ground. The cane turned into a snake. The Egyptians worshiped snakes as gods. The Egyptian magicians in turn threw their canes to the ground and they too, turned into snakes. Moses’ snake
swallowed all the other snakes.

When Pharaoh was unmoved Moses waved his cane over the Nile and all the water turned to blood. The Egyptians worshipped the Nile a god. When God turned the refreshing water of the Nile to blood God showed that He was superior than the Nile god.

When pharaoh was still unconvinced Moses then waved
his cane and all the frogs left the waters and all of Egypt was infested with frogs. The Egyptians also believed that frogs were gods. Thus God demonstrated that their frog gods were not benevolent.

When Pharaoh remained unconvinced Moses waved his rod and all the other plagues one
by one struck the Egyptians.

Each one of the plagues represented a blow to one of the forces in nature whom the Egyptians worshiped as gods. God wanted to demonstrate to the Egyptians and to Pharaoh that none of his gods would save the Egyptians.

Finally when Moses threatened that all the first born would die in the tenth plague Pharaoh feared for his life. Exactly at midnight
Passover eve all the first born Egyptians died. Pharaoh who also was first born feared for his life and ordered all the Jews immediately leave Egypt. That was the exodus in the year from creation 2448.

Pharaoh not learning his lesson relented his decision to let the Jews go. He mobilized all his army and cavalry and chariots and gave chase to the Jews who were banking in front of the Red Sea. As the Egyptian troops
neared God commanded Moses to wave his rod over the waters of the Red Sea. At that instant the waters of the Red Sea split, providing a path for the Jews to cross to the other side. The Egyptian army followed in hot pursuit. God ordered Moses to wave his rod again at the Red Sea. Immediately the water returned drowning all the army of the mighty Pharaoh.

Pharaoh himself was saved. He returned to Egypt finally
acknowledging that the only God was the God of the Jews. That the Jews were indeed the chosen of God.

Years later the Jews were in the desert. The Jews were a rebellious unbelieving group of individuals who tested God’s patience ten times. Jews were and remain the last people in the world who would believe a leader. Jews must see themselves with their own eyes. That is why it is the height of
ridicule to postulate that God did not reveal the Torah to Jews. To state that Jews blindly adopted the word of Moses or later leaders like Ezra 970 or 1000 years later and swallowed the ritual laws is talking out of one’s hat. Jews in a zillion years are too smart non believers sceptics and would never accept such laws that make up Judaism. It is only because they tested God 10 times and were convinced that all the rituals were in fact the word of God that they and their children
to eternity accept Judaism.

At one such occasion God as punishment unleashed poison snakes to bite the rebellious Jews. When the Jews repented, Moses made a copper snake and hung the snake on his rod and placed the rod with the copper snake on a mountain top in front of all the Jews who were bitten by the poison snakes. Moses ordered the bitten Jews to gaze at the image of the copper snake. All who gazed at the copper snake were
immediately cured.

Since the time of Moses and this episode up to today it has become internationally accepted as a symbol of healing - a snake encircling a rod.

Thus this symbol provides further proof that there did exist an Exodus from Egypt and that the Jews did remain many years in the desert. The Jews always were and remain a stubborn unbelieving people who trust no
one’s say so unless they themselves can understand and agree. This stubborn trait has been both the reason for their misfortunes and longevity. That is the naturel explanation why Jews are so smart so creative undaunted what the whole world believes or declares.

The four books of the Pentateuch Book II , III . IV. V
relate the stories of the Jew’s rebellion against God. They tested God and would not accept the authority of Moses and the appointments made by Moses of his brother Aaron to serve as high priest. God had to personally intervene and demonstrate that the appointment of Aron was not the personal choice of Moses, but the will of God. God ordered all the dissenters who challenged the appointment and Aaron to deposit their canes in the Tabarnacle. God stated that the
cane of the individual whom he chooses to be high priest will blossom and bear fruit. After all the canes were deposited only the cane of Aaron blossomed and bore fruit. So the dispute was settled. The four books of the Pentateuch Books II, III, IV, V are full of stories how Jews consistently refused to accept even God’s word. Certainly Jews would not accept the word of mortals unless they understood and accepted the proof. They rebelled and wanted to return to
Egypt numerous times.

Immediately following the Revelation, Moses ascended to Mt. Sinai for 40 days and 40 nights. Moses did not eat or drink. God revealed to Moses the entire Torah. All the interpretations and 70 different faces of interpretation of the Torah.

When Moses remained longer than he promised, the Jews rebelled and forced Aaron to
create an golden calf that they worshiped as a god.

Thus the Jews forced God to reveal Himself and punish them for their transgression. However this incident showed their independent nature of not accepting anything that they did not understand.

Again when there was no water to drink, the Jews did not sit idly by and hope for miracles. The Jews were very vocal and
complained. GOD ORDERED Moses to strike a stone. Moses struck the stone and water stated to flow as a great stream that provided water for all the Jews. God rained Manna down from heaven daily that provided food for all the Jews. The Manna had the taste of the food that one wished to eat. If one wanted steak, the Manna tasted as steak

However the Jews were not satisfied with the Manna and they wanted real meat. They
again complained and threatened to return to Egypt.

God then had a great storm sweep in millions of birds that the Jews picked and ate.

There were Jews who challenged the authority of Moses. They complained that any one could be a prophet, not only
Moses agreed and many worthy Jews began to become prophets.

In an other instance Korech and 250 followers challenged the competence of Moses and denied that Moses had Divine authority. God was very angry.

A miracle occurred and suddenly the earth opened its mouth and Korech and his 250 followers were swallowed up. The sons of Korech repented.
that instant instead of sinking into the earth, they landed upon a rock and were saved.

In an other instance Balak a king who feared the Jews would annihilate him hired Billam a non Jewish prophet to curse the Jews. Billam a non Jewish prophet agreed to challenge the Divine mission of Moses. He too, possessed Divine powers.

He embarked on his mission. It was a battle of the Titans. However God had other plans. Whenever Bilam wanted to curse
the Jews, God twisted Bilaam’s words and instead of a curse a blessing and praise of the greatness and future victory and grandeur of Jews came out of Bilaam’s mouth.

God never overlooked any one, not even Moses. When Miriam the sister of Moses died the rock that supplied the Jews with water stopped supplying water. God ordered Moses to speak to the rock to give water. Moses spoke to the rock, but water did not
flow. Moses then struck the rock with his cane and water started to flow. God was angry that Moses did not follow his order. Moses should have continued to speak to the rock, instead of relying on brute force. Moses was punished and had to die in the desert and not bring the Jews to the promised land.

In the very beginning of the 40 years of wandering in the desert God ordered Moses to dispatch
12 scouts, one from each of the tribes to survey the promised land and report back. Ten of the twelve scouts were awe stricken by the powerful residents of the promised land. They reported back that the residents were too powerful for the Jews to battle. “We were like grasshoppers in comparison to the residents. We will never be able to conquer them.”

All the Jews immediately began to cry and staged a revolt
against Moses with a battle cry to return to Egypt. That outburst and rebellion sealed the fate of the Jews to wander in the desert 40 years— a year for each day the scouts spent in surveying the promised land. God was angry because the Jews lacked faith that God would perform miracles and although they were militarily inferior, they would succeed.

Some Jews would not accept their decree of wandering 40 years in the desert. They were determined to immediately battle
the residents of the Promised land. Moses warned them that they would fail and be killed. Again, they defied Moses. They went on their own to battle. However, they were overwhelmed and all slaughtered.

Thus the Jews demonstrated their trait of not believing anyone, including God unless they
themselves understood and agreed.

Thus to argue that God did not give the Torah, but the Jews swallowed all the irrational rituals of Judaism from leader like Moses or Ezra 770 to 1000 years later is the height of stupidity and displays total ignorance of the mind set of Jews.
Although God punished the Jews for their rebellion, God nevertheless loves all of his children non Jews and Jews who think for themselves and are not robots. God favors people who use their own head. One of the attributes of God is Chochmo wisdom. God loves all people who possess wisdom and fuse wisdom with mercy. All mankind is mandated to imitate the attributes of God. Just like God fuses power and wisdom with mercy and compassion; so
too man/woman must fuse wisdom power with mercy and compassion.

ALL NON JEWS WHO Imitate God are mandated by God to help Jews maintain historical Israel Judea
SAMARIA GOLAN GAZA
AND OF COURSE
JERUSALEM. THEY WILL BE
BLESSED AND LIVE
FOREVER. THEY WILL
ATTAIN SPIRITUAL
ETERNITY AND NEVER DIE.

Read my book on the internet-
about the Philosophy of
Mysticism- Book 17 that
elaborates on my above statement
that any person Jew or non Jew
who help Jews keep historical
Israel Judea Shomron Gaza
Golan and of course Jerusalem is the most important person in the world and will spiritually live to eternity and never die.

Go into google type in god life jewish israel by moshe siselsender. You will notice agunah .com click and you will find my Book 17.
US Military Chiefs Advised Against Samaria Pullout in '67

Declassified document obtained by Arutz Sheva shows Israel must not give up Judea, Samaria.

By Arutz Sheva staff

First Publish: 12/16/2013, 6:37 PM

The heads of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff were of the opinion, shortly after the 1967 Six Day War, that Israel cannot afford to give up Judea and Samaria, for strategic reasons.

A declassified document obtained exclusively by Mark Langfan for Arutz Sheva reveals that the military opinion of the US military leadership after the war is in line with that of present-day nationalist Israelis who say that Israel must not, under any circumstances, relinquish control over the Jordan Valley. In fact, the map drawn by the Joint Chiefs shows a swath of land that stretches from the Jordan River in the north to the center of the mountainous ridge in Judea and Samaria.

Arutz Sheva analyst Langfan pointed out Monday that since the 1967 Six Day War, the US generals who were advising Israel on its military strategy have become more “leftist” than the US generals were when the war began. The military reportedly is willing to cede Samaria to the Palestinian Authority and maintain only a buffer zone along the Jordan River. US Secretary of State John Kerry is understood to accept this deal.

Under the subheading “requirement,” the document, written on May 23 and June 29, 1967, states that “A boundary along the axis Bardala-Tubas-Nablus-Bira-Jericho would provide a line” for Israel. However, “as a minimum, Israel would need generally along the axis Bardala-Tubas-Nablus-Bira-Jericho and the northern part of the Dead Sea.”
b. Requirement. A boundary along the common overlooking the Jordan River from the west could shorter defense line. However, as a minimum, we need a defense line generally along the axis from Nablus-Bira-Jerusalem and then to the northern Dead Sea. This line would widen the narrow Excerpt from Joint Chiefs' 1967 document.

This describes an Israeli presence along present-day Ramallah, Shechem and Jerusalem. The line is considerably west of the Valley and is far more generous to Israel than the maps considered in "peace talks."

"From a strictly military point of view...the views of the Joint Chiefs (see as necessary Israeli) control of the prominent high south" through Judea and Samaria, reads the report. Land region, deemed crucial for defensible Israeli borders, is slated to be given to the PA under Kerry's plan.

He says: "In 1967, before shoulder-fired anti-air missile designators, before radar and radio-jammers, before Kevlar, Lebanon and Gaza, before rampant Muslim-on-Muslim chemical-Katyushas in Syria, the greatest collection of I in the world concluded Israel's retention of Western Sal necessity for Israel."

Entire document for download here.

Below are parts of the document, obtained exclusively I MAP INCLUDED 1967 DOCUMENT (COLOR ADDED BY AN
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: MIDDLE EAST BOUNDARIES (II)

1. (S) Reference is made to your memorandum dated 25 November 1967, enclosed above, which requested the views of the Chiefs of Staff, without regard to political factors, on a minimum territory. In addition to that held on 7 June 1967, this memorandum might be justified in retaining in order to permit a more

timely decision against possible conventional Arab attack and threat.

2. (S) From a strictly military point of view, Israel requires the retention of some captured territory in order to provide militarily defensible borders. Determination of this territory should be based on a) the assessment of the current and future Arab armaments, b) the possible use of armament in the area, c) the extent to which the situation as contained in the present peace agreements is subject to future change. In summary, the views of the Chiefs of Staff regarding these areas are as follows:

3. (S) The Jordan West Bank. Control of the Jordanian ground area west of the River Jordan from the east of the city of Jerusalem to the west of the city of Jericho would provide a militarily defensible border. The proposed an

line would run east of Jerusalem, however, present a threat to the city's political and economic stability.

4. (S) Eastern Sector of the Sinai Peninsula. Area of responsibility of the Israeli forces in the Sinai Peninsula is significant in particular because of the presence of terrorist and border incidents in this area. The present occupation

area is as follows:

- AREA 1

- AREA 2

- AREA 3

- AREA 4

(Revised by the Joint Chiefs of Staff - 29 June 1967)
territory, the high ground running generally east-west on a line with roughly about 20 miles inside the Jordan border, would give Israel control of the terrain which Syria has used effectively in harassing the Jordan area.

d. The Jerusalem-Salt area. See subparagraphs 6 and 7 above.

e. The Gaza Strip. By occupying the Gaza Strip, Israel would seize approximately 9/10 of its total number for eight. Configured as it is, the strip serves as a barrier for introduction of Arab subversion and terrorism, and its retention would be in Israel's military advantage.

f. The Suez-Nile corridor. Except for revetment of the desalinization plant of the area and some territory for the protection of the port of Elat increased below, continued occupation of the canal would present problems outweighing any military gain.

g. The Upper-Jordan-Amman-Strait of Tiran Area. Israel's objectives here would be to establish passage through the Gulf of Aqaba and protection of its ports of Elat. Israel would occupy territories in the area of the Gulf of Aqaba and would continue with negotiations on some form of internationalization to assure free access to the gulf. Failing this, Israel would require any term in the gulf to protect its use of the Strait of Tiran. Elat, situated at the apex of Israel's narrow southern tip, is vulnerable to direct ground action from Egyptian territory. Israel would secure the area by retention of a portion of Jordan which could be linked to a limited withdrawal to an intersection with the Gulf of Aqaba at approximately 33°50' south latitude.

3. It is emphasized that the above conclusions, in accordance with your terms of reference, are based solely on military considerations from the Israeli point of view.

for the Joint Chiefs of Staff:

Chairman
Joint Chiefs of Staff

Attachments
APPENDIX

DISCUSSION OF KEY ISRAELI BORDER AREAS

1. (a) The Jordanian West Bank

a) Threats: The Jordan-Israel border is 350 miles in length extending from the Gulf of Aqaba northward to the north. The Jordan River, which separates the Jordan from the Israel, serves as the natural frontier. The Jordan River traditionally has been lightly held by military forces and often has been crossed by small, widely separated patrols and parties. As a result, the border area has been of relatively minor importance. During the period January 1965 to February 1967, a total of 39 incidents of sabotage were reported along the border. Of these, 12 involved minor damage to roads, bridges, railway, telephone and electric power installations in Israel. Identification of small arms fire occurred quite frequently, but no serious damage resulted. Of these events, 10 were reported from the Jordanian side and 29 from the Israeli side. The Jordanian authorities did not take any action to protect against these incidents. However, since these incidents were linked to attempts to split Jordan's narrow Mediterranean coast and offer a link to the sea which would split the country into two parts.

b) Requirements: A boundary along the Jordan River from the west could provide a shorter defense line. However, as a minimum, Israel would need a defense line generally along the axis Jericho-Temple Mount-Jerusalem and then in the northern part of the Dead Sea. The line would follow the narrow portion of Israel.
and provide additional reserve for the option of the area. It would provide additional for the air base at Beerseba.

In addition, this time would give a portion of the facilities to Israel and avoid interdiction by artillery in the Israeli villages in the lowlands. This time would also provide a shorter defense line than the border of 4 June 1967 and would reduce the Jordanian option into Israel. It also provides advantage lines of communications for internal movements.

2. (a) Syrian Territory Continuous to (b) 

a. Threat: The border between Syria and Israel extends approximately 43 miles. It extends from a point on the Lebanon-Syrian border west to the vicinity of Damga, southwest to lake Tiberias, then south along the eastern shore of the lake to the Syrian-Jordanian border. During the period January 1967 to February 1967, a total of 28 encounters and incidents occurred along this border. In addition, there were numerous shelling of villages from the Syrian-Jordanian border. The area southwest of lake Tiberias, the military route of approach into northern Israel, however, the greatest threat to the border is from terrorism and sabotage.

b. Requirement: Israeli must hold the commanding terrain east of the boundary of 4 June 1967 which overlooks the Galilee area.

To provide a defense in-depth, Israel would need a strip about 15 miles wide extending from the border of Lebanon to the border of Jordan. This line would provide protection for the Israeli villages on the east bank of lake Tiberias but would make defending forces east of the lake vulnerable to a mounting threat from Jordan to the southern tip of the lake. The Israelis would probably decide to accept this risk. As a side effect, this line would give the Israelis control of approximately 25 miles of the Trans-Arabian Pipeline.
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Words can kill

Op-ed: Ramallah's spokesmen, media planting idea to kill Jews in minds of 'lone' terrorists

Hagai Segal
Published: 11.17.13, 19:54 / Israel Opinion

The lone terrorist who murdered a soldier in Afula is not as alone as may seem. Someone planted the idea to kill a Jew in his mind. That someone also planted a similar idea in the minds of other lone terrorists who have operated here in recent weeks, leaving behind as many as four bodies of Jews: The Ramallah authorities.

Ramallah's media and its official spokesmen are running an advanced system of Israel hatred. They are taking advantage of the outrageous shortage of Arabic speakers in Israel in order to frantically incite against us.

The vast majority among us doesn't understand what they are saying about us in the Palestinian media outlets. To tell you the truth, we don't even have the energy to listen or read when it is translated to us.

Does anyone know, for example, that a children's show on Abbas' television channel presented an illustration describing the devil and the Jews as allies? Did anyone hear the Palestinian minister of religious affairs declare this week on that same channel that Muhammad and Arafat were both poisoned by Jews?

The terrorist from Afula must have heard it. Only a consistent drizzle of words of incitement can explain how a 16-year-old boy leaves Jenin for Afula in the morning with an amazing agenda: To find a job or stab a soldier.

Two weeks ago, he saw on television the warm reception organized by Abbas for the senior terrorists released and realized that their way was the right way. He may have also had the chance to watch a soccer tournament in which three teams were named after senior terrorists who became "shahidim" (martyrs). Just imagine what would
happen over here if the Maccabi Baruch Goldstein team or Hapoel Natan-Zada would show up for a certain soccer tournament.

From time to time, the Israeli government voices its protest against this incitement, but for now this protest is just for the sake of protocol. The fact is that the strongly protesting government continues to negotiate with the system describing it on its TV as a Satan worshipper.
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PALESTINE IN THE HASMONAEAN PERIOD

Damascus

IDUMAEA

Territory under Simon, ca. 135 B.C.
Territory under Alexander Jannaeus, ca. 14 B.C.

PALESTINE UNDER HEROD THE GREAT

GALILEE

Territory under Herod the Great, ca. 10 B.C.

NABATAEA
Herod before Augustus in Rome. Miniature by Jean Fouquet from Josephus' *Antiquités Judaïques* (fifteenth century). (Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.)

Herod has his two sons (Alexander and Aristobulus) arrested. From *Antiquités Judaïques*.

Greek inscription from the Temple of Herod. The text reads:

"Let no alien enter within the balustrade and the enclosure surrounding the sanctuary. Whoever is caught so doing, on himself shall be put blame for the death which will ensue."

(New Museum, Istanbul.)
Josephus before Vespasian. From a Josephus manuscript, Weingarten Abbey. (Courtesy Landesbibliothek Fulda, Germany.)

Top Left: Silver shekel inscribed “Shekel of Israel” and dated “Year 3” (i.e., A.D. 68). Obverse. Top Right: “Jerusalem the Holy.” Reverse.

The rock of Masada. (Courtesy Keren Hayesod, Jerusalem.)